[Implant-free anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction with diamond instruments. A biological and anatomic method for every ligament transplantation].
Hamstring and patella tendons are usually used for anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction and fixed with foreign material, partially executed far from the original point of insertion. Besides the biomechanical questions bone defects are a severe problem in cases of revision. We developed a biological method with diamond cutting instruments for graft fixation with bone dowels near the native insertion. The graft is tensioned and fixed in 120 degrees knee flexion and is self-adapting in extension. The technique has been used in a large number of cases during a prospective study with a follow-up of 10 years for patella tendon and 4 years for hamstring tendon grafts. In this investigation 124 patients with bone-patellar tendon-bone (BPTB) grafts showed an International Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC) score A/B in 87% after a mean follow-up of 9.6 years, a Lachman test (maximum side-to-side difference) of 1.38+/-0.93 mm and a negative pivot shift test in 91% of the cases. Of the 147 patients with hamstring tendon grafts 89% had an IKDC score A/B after a mean follow-up of 4.3 years, a Lachman test of 1.14+/-0.76 mm and no pivot shift in 90% of the cases. The Tegner activity score decreased by -1.8 in both groups. This method allows a reliable biological press-fit fixation for every kind of graft near the original point of insertion, preventing bone defects, allowing early intensive rehabilitation and low costs.